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Dreams are our way of escaping reality;
dreaming of a perfect utopian life is what
moves us away from the boredom of our
daily routine. Thinking about tomorrow’s
to do list may stress you out even more
before going to bed; you can try to let go
of everything that is bothering, stressing
and tensing you when closing your eyes at
night as you rest your head on your pillow.

Dive into the softness of your mattress
and pillow in this cold weather, dream
of the sunniest beach where the sun
tickles your skin softly with a reddish tan
that would mark your vacation with your
family and loved ones.
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Just forget about everything and live
away from the life that you would like
to forget about. Mexico City has always
been known for its amazing weather and
fascinating beaches; and if you would like
to spend your next vacation on the best
beach in Mexico; then Palmasola should
be your choice.
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In Palmasola, you will be able to forget
about everything in life except for the
great time you are spending while
indulging yourself, family members and
loved ones in tenderness, warmth and
self-entertainment. It is not only about
the location, the weather, the architecture
or the interiors; but all combined in one to
give you the most pleasurable feeling ever
that you would regret having to leave.

Architecture and interiors combine two
styles: the tropical and modern style;
while both styles are unique they share
one similarity which is simplicity and
softness in colors. Don’t get mislead by
the idea of softness in colors to signify a
cold atmosphere, as the softness in colors
is accentuated with natural materials, hot
colors represented in accessories and
pieces of art, candle light meal gatherings
and private Jacuzzi’s.
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The Interiors of Palmasola will need
pages and pages to write about due to its
amazing ability to take you to the ultimate
comfort you have not experienced
before. According to which style you like
during your booking whether is it is a
villa or a hut, each is exclusively designed
in different colors, concepts and furniture
items used. Huts in blue and villas in
shades of orange, yellow, and beige.
Landscape is another story to discuss:
palm trees standing high embracing the
resort is how the love story between you
and Palmasola will start. Greenery!!! It

has always been believed that greenery
is a natural source of relaxation and
meditation. Greenery and landscapes at
Palmasola is like nothing you have ever
seen before and will not only embrace
you within nature but will also embrace
you within all the natural elements
surrounding you.
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No matter what you dream of, it’s all
there waiting for you. From the business
center, beauty specialists that will take
care of you, spas, pools, to entertainment
home cinemas.
Bask with the extensive heat from
the great warmth you would feel.
Sweet Dreams!
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